
Stress testing 
Bitter pill or miracle drug? 



Stress testing, initially envisaged as a
mechanism to assess capital shortfalls in the
aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis, has
now positioned itself as one of the strongest
diagnostic instruments in the regulatory
toolkit. Increasing emphasis placed on
reporting and the supervisory review
process has reduced opacity and instilled
confidence in financial sectors across the
globe.

While sheer complexity can make the
exercise seem like a daunting task, stress
testing also presents institutions with the
opportunity to gain a clearer understanding
of their vulnerabilities. Banks that
successfully take advantage of investments
in regulatory compliance to develop robust
internal stress testing frameworks will be
best positioned to strike the optimum
balance between risk and reward.
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Global advances in regulatory
stress testing
“You cannot enjoy the light without enduring the heat”

Timothy F. Geithner, Stress Test: Reflections on Financial Crises 

In the pre sub prime financial crisis era,

stress testing was in its infancy, crawling

at a snail’s pace for decades at a time.

However, with the advent of the global

financial crisis, stress testing was ushered

out of the dark ages and into the

limelight. 

In response to the crisis, supervisors

across the globe, that had previously only

nudged banks to assess impacts of their

lending and trading activities on capital

and solvency, actively started pushing new

regulatory stress testing initiatives to the

market, such as the 2009 Supervisory

Capital Assessment Program (SCAP)

conducted by the Federal Reserve and

the EU wide stress test conducted by 

the Committee of European Banking

Supervisors (CEBS). 

The sole objective of these initial stress

tests was to determine the amount of

capital needed to be raised in order to

stabilize a financial system in jeopardy. 

As the focus moved towards proactively

incentivizing banks to examine their

largest vulnerabilities, while providing 

a credible backstop for distressed

institutions, frameworks such as

Comprehensive Capital Analysis and

Review (CCAR) and Dodd-Frank Act Stress

Test (DFAST) built on the foundations laid

by predecessors. 

Today, stress testing results are being

used to inform regulatory reviews of bank

recovery plans, determine frequency of

on and off site monitoring, set risk weight

add-ons, Loan to Value caps and

countercyclical capital buffers. 

The genesis of regulatory
stress testing as we know
it today can be observed
across two distinct time
horizons – the pre-crisis
era, and the period
immediately after.
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Progressing towards a
principles based approach
“I was certainly in favor of more capital. But I wouldn’t do it by an arbitrary number. What I would do

is stress test it, because the amount of capital you should hold depends on the kind of assets and the

kind of business you have.”

Ben S. Bernanke, Former Federal Reserve Chair

With gaining momentum in the regulatory

space, stress testing coverage has

expanded rapidly since 2009.

The increase in market participants has

forced regulators and supervisors to lay

additional emphasis on: 

• Generalizability and quality of results,

with independent validation and review

forming an integral part of stress testing

exercises; 

• Scenario design, with 60% of regulators

surveyed in 2016 by the BCBS opting to

include more than one scenario in stress

testing guidelines; 

• Supervisory challenge, where regulators

build their own benchmarking models 

to calculate results in parallel with

participant banks, and comparisons 

are made to gain comfort. 

To compensate for the stringent reporting

requirements, higher allocation of

resources, and potential corrective 

action expected of banks, regulators 

have also had to appease calls for more

transparency and proof of concept.

To this end, authorities have realized that

banks need to have greater flexibility to

internalize stress testing and tailor it

towards addressing idiosyncratic risks.

Thus, an updated set of high level

principles that enable innovation and

customization based on the bank’s size,

complexity and risk profile were issued by

BCBS in its December 2017 consultative

paper.

Revised principles for effective stress testing 

Flexibility to design own stress testing framework in line with global best practices

An opportunity to reorganize and enhance the stress testing framework

Common language between Banks & Supervisors as the principles apply to both

Presence of clearly
articulated & formally

adopted objectives

Supported by an effective
governance structure

A tool for risk
management and business

decision making

Capture material and
relevant risks & apply

sufficiently severe stresses

Capture material and
relevant risks & apply

sufficiently severe stresses

Supported by data and
IT systems that are
accurate & granular

Models and methodologies
should be fit for purpose 

Subject to challenge
and regular review 

Communicated within
and across jurisdictions 

What does this offer? What does this offer? 

1. Source: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Center for Financial Research Stress Testing Banks:

Whence and Whiter? Nov 2015; European Central Bank Press Release January 2018. 

Banking assets subject to stress testing1

USA through CCAR & DFAST 

EU Wide through the EBA stress test 

Where is the GCC?

?
70%

85%
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Regulatory stress testing in
GCC countries
Although banking sectors in the GCC are susceptible to a common set of risks, stemming from high oil sector,

connected counterparty and GCC economy concentrations2, regulatory approaches to stress testing currently

vary significantly from one country to another. 

State of Qatar

The Qatar Central Bank (QCB) allows

banks to design their own bottom-up

stress testing frameworks using either

sensitivity analysis, scenario analysis, or a

combination of the two. While scenarios

driven by changes in macroeconomic

factors have not been specified, a

number of sensitivities to be assessed at

a minimum for credit risk, liquidity risk

and market risk have been included

within the 2013 stress testing circular.

Additionally, the QCB directive also

focuses on providing tailored guidance to

Islamic banks. 

Sultanate of Oman 

As part of its 2017 Financial Stability

Assessment, the Central Bank of Oman

evaluated the financial system at an

aggregate level through top-down stress

testing around credit, equity, interest rate

and forex risks. Additionally, CBO built a

single macroeconomic model to predict

system wide default rates, and the impact

of model predicted default rates on

capital was observed. Reverse stress

testing was also performed and

concentration, contagion and liquidity

risks were tested through sensitivity

analysis.

United Arab Emirates 

Stress testing guidance issued by the

Central Bank of UAE (CBUAE) in 2017

provides banks with a common set of

macroeconomic variables and scenarios,

in order to conduct bottom-up stress

testing. Banks model the impact of these

scenarios on their income statements

and balance sheets using statistical

approaches. The exercise lays emphasis

on credit risk and market risk losses only.

Results serve to provide the regulator

with insights on how banks are likely to

perform under common exogenous

shocks.

2. Source: IMF, Assessing Concentration Risk in GCC Banks October 2014. 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

The Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority

(SAMA) has allowed Banks considerable

flexibility in designing their own bottom-

up stress testing frameworks. A circular

issued in 2011 outlines the bare

minimum risk factors that must be

stressed at small, medium and high levels

of severity. Exercise results, covering the

impacts of credit, market, liquidity,

operational and other risks on asset

quality, capital adequacy, and profitability

are generally reported on a half yearly

basis and serve as inputs to top-down

system wide stress testing.
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A risk intelligent approach to
stress testing
While regulatory stress testing practices have evolved constantly post the Global Financial Crisis, banks are still

at various stages of maturity with respect to stress testing adoption and integration. Deloitte’s Risk Intelligence

(RI) maturity model can help organizations understand where they fall on the scale of maturity and help identify

the key areas of focus while enhancing existing stress testing frameworks.

Stages of stress testing maturity  

Adopting Deloitte’s risk intelligence maturity model for stress testing frameworks3 

The Model prescribes stages of maturity for various components of stress testing.  

Initial  

Fragmented 

Top down  

Integrated 

Risk intelligent 

St
ak

eh
ol

de
r 

va
lu

e 
 

• Qualitative 
assessment of 
stress scenarios 
is conducted in 
silos 

•

•

Sensitivity 
analysis done 
on certain 
parameters to 
ascertain 
stress testing 
impact on 
specific areas. 
No senior 
management 
oversight 

• High level 
governance 
requirements 
are specified  

• Bank 
performs 
sensitivity and 
scenario 
analysis for 
material risks 

• Stress testing 
is driven by 
regulatory 
requirements 

• Limited use in 
business 
decisioning  

• Bank wide 
scenario 
analysis along 
with reverse 
stress tests 

• Internally 
developed 
scenarios 
relevant for 
Bank’s 
operations 

• Use of internal 
historical 
experience and 
tools for 
conducting 
stress tests 

• Identification 
and 
quantification 
of relationship 
between 
scenarios 

• Active 
involvement of 
Board/Senior 
management  
in scenario  
selection, 
approvals of 
models, review 
of results, etc. 

• Continuous use 
in strategic 
planning  and 
business 
decisions 

• Independent 
third party 
validation 

• Integration of 
stress testing 
systems into 
Bank’s ERM 
system 

• Forward looking 
stress testing 
mechanism is 
in place which 
is reassessed to 
incorporate 
dynamic 
economic 
trends  

3. Risk Intelligence (RI) is Deloitte’s philosophy that is focused on maintaining the right balance between risk and reward. A ‘Risk

Intelligent EnterpriseTM’ is an organization with an advanced state of risk management capability, balancing value preservation

with value creation. 
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The business case for internalizing
stress testing
Banks are repeatedly forced to divert their attention and resources towards fulfilling regulatory stress testing

agendas that internal stakeholders may find lacking in relevance. A robust internal stress testing framework

provides insights on risks that specifically impact the business, and helps bridge the gap between an

organization in its preliminary stages of maturity and a Risk Intelligent EnterpriseTM.

On account of the perceived high participation 

costs and low visibility on inherent benefits, many

institutions today look upon stress testing as a bitter

pill – one they are instructed to swallow in order to

prevent a tiny sneeze turning potentially viral.

At the other end of the spectrum, banks taking a less

myopic view could use stress testing to thoroughly

examine their health risk factors and take strong

steps to correct deficiencies in their immunity. 

Leveraging methodologies and data from regulatory

stress tests to develop internal stress testing

frameworks would allow banks to reap significant

benefits through resource optimization, superior

capital planning and improved alignment of the

bank’s risk appetite with business practices. As an

unintended consequence, banks would also begin to

see a reduction in the cost of regulatory compliance.

Peer interactions across the industry

improves knowledge transfer and

limits the potential for banks to make

serious misjudgments with regards

to methodologies applied. Moreover,

mobility of skilled resources enables

greater information diffusion.

As a result of the deepening

regulatory scrutiny around 

stress testing, obtaining senior

management buy in on securing

skilled resources and specialized

systems for both regulatory and

internal stress tests is expected 

to meet with less resistance.

Regulator prescribed frameworks are

constantly being updated to reflect

best practices. These frameworks,

which focus on a key set of critical

risks, serve as a strong base which

can be built upon by individual banks

to include more idiosyncratic risks.

Advances in stress testing methodologies have

provided banks with the tools to translate scenarios

into quantifiable financial impacts. 

Reluctance to use these tools in business decision

making often boils down to the belief that scenarios

prescribed by regulators are narrow and constrained

by ‘static’ assumptions that do not necessarily reflect

how an event unfolds in real time.

Through an internal stress testing framework, 

banks can address these concerns. By drawing on

methodologies and repositories of data that have

already been vetted for reporting purposes, relevant

and plausible scenarios, such as changes in

regulation, competitor behavior and investment

decisions can be modeled in a more dynamic manner

by incorporating interaction effects. Stakeholders are

also afforded the flexibility to update these scenarios

periodically based on latest market information. 

As banks transform their conventional brick and mortar operations into intricate digitally anchored processes,

stress testing will play a pivotal role in risk management activities. Forward looking organizations can take

advantage of the increasing global penetration of stress testing to revamp their internal stress testing

frameworks today.

Why internalize?

Why begin today?

Where to begin?

Regulatory guidelines     Industry knowledge     Higher investments
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Forecasting precision

Banks that model several scenarios will have the

ability to build a large database of performance

outcomes, allowing for the impact of a given scenario

to be forecasted with more precision. By analyzing

the magnitude of each scenario’s impact,

organizations can gain a strong handle on the risks

posed by unrelated shocks of identical severity.

Resource optimization

Integrating stress testing into business as usual

activities will drive the establishment of an 

ideal target operating model that draws on

complementary skill-sets already present across

multiple functions. 

Alignment with risk appetite 

The observed impacts of measures undertaken as a

result of inferences drawn from periodic internal

stress testing results would be used as inputs to

inform decisions made to reset the bank’s risk

appetite. 

Superior capital planning 

Factoring the probability of each relevant scenario’s

occurrence as well as its potential impact into the

capital planning process will provide more clarity 

on the levels of capital expenditure required given

the current stage in the business cycle, help in

planning dividend payouts, and determine capital

commitments to specific business activities.

Resilient business models

Running stress tests on one’s own portfolios as well

as portfolios managed by competing market players

will help banks identify exposure types that are more

susceptible to shocks in addition to portfolios that

fare relatively well during the exercise. Results can be

used to determine pricing, concentration limits, and

feasibility of launching new products.

Key benefits of
internalizing stress testing

Despite the absence of uniform stress

testing regulation across GCC nations,

greater supervisory focus in the area is

inevitable, considering the banking

sector’s unpreparedness to withstand

recent macroeconomic shocks brought

on by falling oil prices.

A tidal wave of comprehensive stress

testing reform is emerging from today’s

vacuum and banks will soon be forced

to choose between proactive decision

making using effective internal stress

testing frameworks or reactive

regulatory compliance through ad-hoc

‘check-box’ activities. 

Organizations that choose to walk down

the former path are more likely to find

evolving regulatory stress testing

exercises smooth sailing, and will be in a

better position to benefit from feedback

provided by supervisors.

Others may eventually have their

business activities constrained as they

find themselves snagged in the nets of

regulatory corrective action intent on

confronting bottlenecks to systemic

financial stability.
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